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The 3rd Edition of this well-established textbook continues to present human histology's

need-to-know content in an exceptionally user-friendly, well-designed, full-color layout. Thoroughly

revised and updated, it incorporates all of the latest information on molecular biology and

histological investigations. Clearer, larger images make it easier for readers to recognize

microscopic structures. Clinical scenarios in each chapter link the basic science to clinical practice,

making histology highly accessible and relevant.The smart way to study!Elsevier titles with

STUDENT CONSULT will help you master difficult concepts and study more efficiently in print and

online! Perform rapid searches. Integrate bonus content from other disciplines. Download text to

your handheld device. And a lot more. Each STUDENT CONSULT title comes with full text online, a

unique image library, case studies, USMLE style questions, and online note-taking to enhance your

learning experience.Uses an easy-to-read writing style and well-designed, full-color layout to

present of all histology's need-to-know content. Features over 870 clear, full-color illustrations,

electromicrographs, and photomicrographs highlighting histological concepts and recognition of

microscopic structures. Sets off the key laboratory, clinical, and high-level scientific material in

boxes for easier access. Your purchase of this book entitles you to access www.studentconsult.com

at no extra charge. This innovative web site offers you... Access to the complete text and

illustrations of this book. Integration links to bonus content in other STUDENT CONSULT titles.

Content clipping for your handheld. An interactive community center with a wealth of additional

resources.
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I bought this recommended book for my Histology class at the University of Copenhagen. At first it

was fun to read the authors' dedication of the book to different winemakers, but eventually I grew

tired of the endless joking around. The actual core text is not very in-depth but the illustrautions are

beautiful, thus the mediocre rating. And another thing, the book is useless when it comes to the

central nervous system.

Just for using human tissues this book is wonderful. Enough for monkey, pig, rat or horse tissues.

Besides, the proposal of discarding the old classification of tissues and instead use now an cellular

approach is very appropriate. And above all clear and precise descriptions. This book would be

better with more mollecular details, and more information in morphology; but it ouststands many

other books in the field.

I'm a med student and found this text right enjoyable and an alternative easier to text to learning

histology. The pictures are quite detailed, which is important especially for histology lab exams. The

organ systems are explained in a clear matter without extremely hard vocabulary to understand.

This text does what it is supposed to do, which is to teach. I also found the Histology Study Guide:

Key Review Questions and Answers ISBN: 0971999686 very good in helping me prepare for my

medical exams in histology class. I highly recommend both books.

I think this book is one of the best in the market. The information is straight forward and easy to

read. Everything in this book is very well organised.

This may seem quite strange but it is true.Reading this book i was totally terrified that histology

could be a dificult and demanding task to deal with.But to my own surprise, i surpassed this

obstracle with the help of another totally unknown book called " Basic Histology" by Adonis

Kalligaropoulos.I recommend it to you if you want to acquire a clear and simple idea of histology and

take an A in your exams.
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